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i\bstre.ct 

II the matrix of the annihilation transition strongly depends upon the Isotopic and 

Bpln state of the antiproton-proton system, this may essentially atfect the result of the 

annihilation. 

'In particular, the -predominance of the :s
0

- state in the annihilation may lead to an 

Increase of the average multiplicity of :Jr; mesons, whereas the preferential annihila

tion In ihe singlet !!!tate may suppress of the twq·meson annlhll~tlon. The experl~ents are 

sugge.st.ed to olear up as to whether there really occurs an above-mentioned dependence. 

The possibility Is also Indicated of checking experimentally whether the capture of the 

st(\pped' antiproton occurs. from the 8-orblt in accordance with the estimates made by Day, 

Jn~w and!Suoherltor a K" meson. 

It has been shown/11 that an investigation of the annihilation into 2 :JC mesons may give some 

information on the intrinsic spatial and 'charge' p~ity of the antiproton-proton system ('pp). In particular, 

it was pointed out, that if the charge parity of the system ( p p ) is opposite to that following fr?m the 

Dirac equation,. then the two-meson annihilation will be forbidden. So far more than 300 events of the an

tiproton annihilati;n on a proton have been recorded, while no annihilations. into X + and :JC - have 

been found1, among them/2/. 

Taking into account the small statistical weight of the two-meson annihilation, it is too early to 

draw any conclusions basing·upon this experimental material.* 

Nevertheless, as was pointed out by Segre/2/, this fact is worth while noting. 

In this connection it should be noted that a similar experimental situation may be also accounted 

for under less fundamental assurnptions which do not go beyond the framework of the Dirac equation. As 

it has been already mentioned in discussing the available experimental data, the suppression of the 

reaction J5 + p ~ :n; • + j(;- may be caused by the. fact that the annihilation occurs predominant! Y. 

in the singlet state of the system ( pp )14/, In tt..is case the emission of two 'JC mesons turns out to 

be forbidden ( at any rate for the incident -S-~ ~- P --!waves ) due to parity conservation and charge cont 

jugation invariance. There is nothing unnatural in such an assumption. It is very likely, that the matrix of 

the .annihilation transition strongly depends up~n the spin and isotopic state of the system (P p )*:" 

*"~According to dllfert'nt variants of the stat!etloa! theory (which give a satisfactory agreement with the expe· 
rlmental value of the average multiplicity of :lC mesons.) the amount of the two-meson annihilation mu .. t 
amount to ( 8-~ )%. ( See E>.g./81). 

** - Q Thus, for Instance, the exl.sta..~o.e. of e. meson within the. framework of the structural model of Ferro!· Y a.ng 
points to the strong coupling between the nucleon and antbuoleon In the singlet state with thE> leotoplc epln I:: r. 
Ai tha !!lame time, similar states with spin 1$ ::: I are very likely to be absent, as well as the state with tS::t D J=o 
( the l!!o -called ' x;. meson• ). . 



~~ 

In this connection it is of interest to stutly the relative probability of the annihilation from different sta

tes of the system ~: pp ), esspecially, in the simplest case p ~from the S - state, in which this 

dependence may d splay itself in the most explicit form. These investigations become considerably easi~' 
er, if the estimate.; of Day et al are found to be valid. These estimates have shown th.at the capture of 

the stopped K- neson (or an antiproton ) by a proton occurs mainly from the -- S-- orbit 151. 
The validity of thi:; assertion, if applied to an antiproton, 'may be checked experimentally by studing the 

annihilation into t\;o 1C !'mesons. As the analysis of the selection rules shows in case of ~ anti pro

.· ton capture from tl:e S- state the annihilation into two JC0 
rriesons turn out to be forbidden. Thus, 

the emission two mesons in the annihilation may indicate to the ad~ixture of higher orbital states. 

In the Tab: e are listed possible types of the annihilation transitions for the system ( 'P p ) in 

the S state; in cccordance with the well-known selection rules 
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It is seen t;!om the Table that the syst~m }P may transform into JC.,_ and X-only from the 

s .. state 1 s!) that the absen~e 0£ SUCh events in.the annihilation Of stopped antiprotons may imply 
I 1' I . 

the suppresion of tl:lis channel. The investigation of the annihilation into 3 JC mesons allows to deter-

mine the relative p;:obability of the annihilation from the ; S 0 and /S1 states possessing dlfferent iso-. 
I ' . 

topic and space sp::ns ( for other two S-states the three-meson annihilation is forbidden). If the annihila-

tion followed the chCinnel with ]::: ,l (i.e. from the ;s0 -state ), then a definite isotopic relation would 

take place 

-··'.J 

......IIi 
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Since the transition into 3 Jr>'~>frcm tht:> stc..1:>::: ~ s~. is forbidden by the law of 1chmge' parity r.cnser,ra-

. ~ion·, then the contrShution of tho ctrL."l.ih..tlotion ircrn this state must lead to an i:rtcrease of rclaticn ( l f, 
~he measl.ll'Oment of which allows to rn·:lk.e quo:;titaHve estimates. The isotopic functlo."ls [d-ast.~.iliin<;! the 

$ystem ( j,.,.;rr:r;) _as a resultr.:'f the annihHc:rtion from thg states :s, and :st will be syrr;et:iccland 

. aritisymmetrical with respect to the· chcn·ge conJugation. This circumstance imposes defi11it~ lim.!.tations 

on the fonn of the space sym .. 'll.etry, since the total •t-:avr: function expressed·as billnaar ccmbinaHcrm o£ 

the isotopic and coordinate functions must b~ syn1m~trical sine~ it desC:ibss the Boze particle system. 

As a, result, the,system ( Ji+Ji7i 0
) in the state with I~ 1 will be!§i'iEme_trj£~\~hereas in tho state 

.. with I.= 0- ant1sym1n~;'tr .k•ll under interd::ange · Jtf~-+:11": Thus, there apPe~~- ~ne mere criterion for 

,fQfl_st~~jruislih1~;' the cmnib.Hatl.on fro;,, the : S 4 a:;d ; S ~ -'states, which allowi:l to. avoid thfl recorditt·J 

· of the annihilation into 3 Ji 0 -mesons what i3 difficult to observe. . 

In the first case for the half of all the annihilati~n events acts the momentum of :TC"'.( .Jf., -i 
meson must exce~d the momentum of .JC~ ( :Jt,+} me~on~ The vi~latio~ of this 'symmetry' must point 

to the admixture of the annihilatioris from the ~ 5, state •. 

If different states of the system ( p p behave differently with respect to its 'decay' into 

:Jl,';- mesons, this may essentially affect the magnitude of the average multiplicity of __ Jt- mesons 
- ....... --·-·--·-· . . . . . ---~-------· _1..1_:.-... ~-~----- -. --~--.!· . ----------- ----------~- ------- --- --- :-..__ .. ·-····· --~:. .•• .:.:·:_::_~.,:::.-_::..___~_;;,_________ .. 

inl~~~at!on (}~1f.:·- Thus for ~XaJ!lple, the preferen;:al cml"Jh1lation from the;s0 ~\,~"'!J!!.l~~---. · 
to an mcrease of N3t smce from this state the system ( p p ) may decay into not less~~, 4)f-mesons., 

It is possible (thouqh very unlikely ) that this is the cause. of a lmge multiplicity of. 

mesons in the annihilation. 

If it is really so, when we tum to higher orbital states of the system ( p p )(annihilation crt high 

~eme_r"gies of ·p- ) Nr, must deciea~~ .. 

An investigation of the annihilation crt high energies will also enable us t:J clear up whether the 
' ' . . . . . ·- . .~·-· 

forbideness of the two meson annihilation ( if any ) has an absolute cnGracter:<?rlthere occurs only the 

·suppres!on otthis. type of reaction fer S (and may be for P ):state, which may be accounted for wi
,thoufgoliig peyond the limits of Dirac equation. ·- .,-

The author takes the opportunity to express his gratitude to V .S. Barashen~ov, S.M. Bilenky and 

V.I. Ogievetsky !or discussions and critical remarks. 
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